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Mohammad Katou even though he had seen countless big world, still really shocked for several

seconds, and then carried the glass container to fly out ......

His speed is fast, like a shadow. From the eyes of the dwarf scorpion is directly

disappeared ......

The dwarf scorpion looked at his leader's hurried appearance, and felt in his heart that it

was not actually so exaggerated, right? Although his leader is known to be careful, but in his own
territory, and surrounded by 'X' eyes, he is still so cautious, is not a little too much ......

Dwarf scorpion because the attention is on the heart of regeneration, so the canal appeared
Lin Hao completely no extra sense of smell to perceive, besides, his sense of smell in such a
moment, all filled with the heavy smell of blood ......

Hmm?

Lin Hao felt the power of Mohammad crazy to, instant innate clan master great perfect
strength burst out, the whole tunnel, two huge power, a time directly to the peak!

Lin Hao did not hide his strength at this moment, but all his strength, converging on one
punch. Rampant power, so that the Bob can not breathe, and there are two powerful forces are



rubbing together, as the middle man, his body can not help but tremble, his legs began to go
weak, the whole person leaning on the wall, suppressed to a big gasp, the crazy smell of blood

and bubbles converge into his mouth and nose, choking his breath, but he could not close his

mouth, the two forces are too terrifying ......

Mohammad Qatou held the glass apparatus, the whole person like crazy, he felt the
horrible power Lin Hao exerted, this one is more powerful than any power he encountered in China
before, he was terrified and wanted to leave the glass container and escape, but when he thought
that this is the only way to promote himself to senior biochemist, Mohammad Qatou's heart was
incomparably struggling ......

He could not leave behind ......

Lin Hao released a powerful force after the dwarf scorpion is also at the same time burst
out of their own rampant power, a scarlet mouth opened, countless blood gas into his body, the
body is already manic unbearable power, like a stimulus, instantly he felt his strength once again
powerful, his hideous maw issued a roar, "I'll go get him! "

The face as if transformed dwarf scorpion, Bolt scared rolled to the corner inside, the
whole body shivered, thinking, this is still a human being, this is too scary ......

"Okay, okay ......"

Mohammad Kati heard the voice of the dwarf scorpion, had already loosened the hand,
and then directly grip tight. Because the dwarf scorpion joined, then it can share a lot of power for
him, he has every opportunity to escape, once out of the square thirty miles, he does not believe
that Lin Hao can still catch up ......



And even if you can catch up, so what?When the time comes, directly conceal the breath,
no one can find him! If not that he is so famous in Toulouse and still alive so well, without the
strength to conceal his breath, he would have been devoured by the three senior

biochemicals ......

"Here comes another stream!" Lin Hao frowned, but still stared closely at Mohammad

Kato, this person gave him the feeling that some strength ......

"Let me feel the mysterious power of Huaxia again!" Mohammad Kato dare not not go all

out, he treats anyone with full strength.

Ben strength muddy in, in this because of regeneration? Wu Di Serving Xi Shan love

steak ground? The heart was plucked away when the blood pool inside the blood gas are filled the

entire basement as well as used within the space, his strength, once again increased a lot ......

This is an extremely cold voice, like the sound of metal without a trace of emotion, but
Lin Hao felt, Mohammad Kato's body is warm ......

"Here it comes!" Lin Hao eyes slightly narrowed, the power of the whole body the next
moment, directly gathered in the palm of the hand!

Dwarf scorpion felt Mohammad Kato's posture, that is like the posture of an invincible
king, only this king is too serious at this moment, not at all like a real king, but like a careful
crossing the street rat!



To be sincere, originally the dwarf scorpion still thought that Lin Hao did not dare to come
in, and he had to go out and look for some, but now it seems that this young man is really

obsessed with sending death ah. The reason why he raged up, it is because he wants to fully
cooperate with him in front of Mohammad Kato, after all, his own chief is so serious, if he is still
sloppy, is not a break his face? Afterwards, I'm afraid to be Mohammad Katu sinned ......
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"It's a shame that you can't kill this Oriental yourself ......" Short? Wu Di Er closed Yi Er shade

closed? The scorpion came running, the flying force hit the air with a faint sonic boom sound.
Inside his eyes, Lin Hao is dead, dead completely. After all, in his opinion, Lin Hao is not as
powerful as himself, how can he beat his leader, a mid-level biochemist? The leader of the

infinitely close to the senior biochemicals?

If this won, it would be really funny ......

Therefore, he felt incomparable regret, after all, this Oriental monkey died directly, his
plot with Porter, will not be broken, their own one or two hundred million euros will be reduced

to nothing, Dwarf Scorpion incomparable pain ......

At this moment Bob, still in a state of shock, dumbfounded, like a fool. Bolt looked at

the head of the 'X' organization to strike, a time directly pain incomparable, than this pungent
stimulation of the mouth of the blood gas to the heartache, once Lin Hao died, Golefte to become
ownerless, then it will be taken over by the ZF, it will end up becoming a school or directly

expropriated by the ZF ......



"Gone, everything is gone ......" Bolt was like a punctured balloon, sitting paralyzed on the
ground with a prayer in his heart that Lin Hao would be able to resist the punch and then
Mohammad Kato was not interested in him, but he thought about it and felt that such a picture

does not appear. Because they F countries are beyond hate Oriental monkeys ......

Bijir, who took Finkin Gatt away and then returned, had some resentment in his heart. He
has lived for hundreds of years, because of the cooperation with the Gait family, the surface said
the Gait family mercenaries, but in the heart of Bigir and old Gait, it is not ......

Just this is only in the mutual hearts of two people, but the relationship presented on the

surface, or to be combined with the rules of this era, so Biggill had to accept this identity that

makes him inferior, so there was also this trip to work ......

Finkin Gaiter as the first heir of the Gaiter family, the severity of the injury, directly
disfigured. Old Gait incomparable anger, in the face of Bigel scolded everyone is waste, which
includes Bigel, but the old Gait also only dare to point to the sang-froid, really in the face of Bigel
directly scold him, old Gait, really dare not!

Looking at the face of Finkin Gait, Biggill also did not put this rebuke on the heart, and
then the old Gait let him first come to the Golefant Castle, let him keep an eye on the Oriental

people who hurt Finkin Gait, he immediately to ......

This job, Biggil agreed to down, so there is also a scene of his appearance ......

Hanging in mid-air, Bigil's nostrils surged, languid look on the pair of pupils dramatically
enlarged, "That is the heart of regeneration!"



"Golefant really has the heart of regeneration!" Bigir repeated.

Just at the time of his excitement, the three strands of power that raged out from below, so
that he would have liked to go down and take it by force hit a pause, "I can't imagine that the little
reptile back then, now have reached the intermediate biochemist, no wonder the Pope has a lot of
regard for him, such a talent, the whole church inside, this century, there are not a few it ...... huh,
the fallen church ......"

Lightly surveyed the power passed below, Bigel then directly analyzed the power belongs
to. Mohammad in the hidden, in their senior biochemical eyes, or there are signs, after all, as long
as Mohammad burst power, the three of them can feel ......

He was able to analyze the strength of Mohammad Kato, also naturally know the strength

of the dwarf scorpion, just for Lin Hao this horrible power from the East, some hesitation to make
a decision, hundreds of years, he knows countless, how could not have been to China ......
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Standing in mid-air, Bigel finally did not choose to go down, Golefte changed hands, he also has
heard of things, after all, Golefte Castle is also a building of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
when he was watching Golefte from the establishment to the perfection of the people, just
hundreds of years, he has not heard of Golefte has the existence of the regenerative heart, which is
why the three senior biochemicals of Toulouse did not strike at Golefte, and again, even the
Church has let go of this castle regardless, that is even more, there is nothing inside ......

But now it seems that there is another hidden agenda here ......



The higher the strength, the more you know the dangers of casually trespassing in other

regions, if there is no strong enough strength, is absolutely not dare to be so arrogant ......

A Huaxia that? Aizen steak Lu zero Shan Aifu? The side of the innate clan master dare to

wander around? Obviously do not dare ......

Even the longitudinal Chinese hundreds of years of Cang he wants to pursue things, but
also just dare to look for in the Chinese summer hegemony, but not much dare to jump out of
China in the world crazy to find, is not because other regions have a very powerful danger?

At the same time is also one of the reasons why Bigel does not go down directly, is to
want to mantis cicada yellow bird in the back. After all, in addition to that Oriental below, there
are two biochemicals from the 'X' organization, such a fighting force, will also give themselves a

headache ......

The canal within the raging two forces are about to meet, Mohammad Katou heartbeat

accelerated, Golephant Castle over Birgit go and return, so that his pressure multiplied, this is a
situation beyond his control, he wanted a blow after, directly away from Lin Hao, and then

evacuate thirty miles away can be a safe situation, now it seems that I am afraid that there will be

a battle with Birgit, at the same time, he also knows that his current strength, absolutely difficult

to escape safely from under Birgit ......

What is the best way to have the best of both worlds? With this orientalist in front of you

to cooperate? But, he will agree? Just he does not agree, he has any other good way? Seems to be

no, just, do not try, and how to know whether he will agree?



The same Lin Hao also felt a powerful source of power that went and returned, but Lin Hao
did not put on the heart, these forces, even if they are put together, he has no fear? Eastern Japan,
a battle like that, they can return with a big victory, let alone here? Besides, could these three

people be compared to the Holy Shinobi of the entire Eastern Bloc? If compared, then the eastern
world ninja alliance, can be a real shame, and they China, this to restore the state of a hundred
years ago, but the results, obviously not!

"The strong man of the East, how about we sit down and talk about it?" Mohammad

Kato's cold metallic voice came out from underneath the sunglasses, and the entire Dwarf

Scorpion who came flying behind him froze, chief? Showing weakness? How could that be? He

couldn't accept such a picture!

"Talk? Before you entered my castle and robbed me, you didn't talk to me about talking,
now you have enemies coming and say you want to talk to me, what kind of person do you take
me, Lin Hao? My territory, as any cats and dogs can come and go at will? Of course, if you put
down the thing in your hand and tell me what it is, I might be able to talk to you a little!" Lin Hao
said with a light smile, his gaze fixed on Mohammad Kato, while the force above the fist, and did
not weaken the meaning ......

The dwarf scorpion looked at Lin Hao and Mohammad Qatou with fascination, in his
hearing, he could hear in full, Lin Hao refused his chief wanted to talk about the meaning of ......

This, how is this possible?

This is simply too incredible, their own chief, ah, the entire Toulouse, and even the

southern city of F country can be ranked as a strong man, but to ask an Oriental, while this
Oriental refused, and also said what, there are his enemies outside? Who, Birgil?



No way, did Birgil really come? But he didn't sense it at all! This Oriental must be
bluffing, that must be it!

"Then I want to see, what kind of confidence you have!" Although this situation
Mohammad Kato was expected, but Lin Hao's arrogant tone, but still let him feel uncomfortable,
after all, right, he is an extremely cautious person, even with 100% certainty, he will not be
arrogant with any person, of course, commanded to lay hands is another matter ......

The next moment, two forces collided together!
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Centuries of stone granite manufactured underground tunnel, instantly appeared countless cracks,
they are like spider webs, began to crack, tremors make the entire castle issued a weak vibration,
like an earthquake coming, Ben was Lin Hao before a shaved Finkin-Gate half of the face of the
nobles hiding around the castle, but also scared to hold their heads up ......

Mohammad Qatou only felt his arms directly lost consciousness for a time, he raised his
head to look at Lin Hao, found Lin Hao also looking at him, the pair of sharp inside out faint
contempt, Mohammad Qatou eyes have silk anger, the whole body's power again gathered in one
place, he knows, he is not Lin Hao's opponent! But also know, they can not wait for death ......

"Dwarf Scorpion, let's do it together and kill him!" Mohammad Kato roared to the Dwarf

Scorpion behind him, this time his voice was no longer cold, but somewhat urgent ......

In fact, this situation, is caused him a lot of blow, his full force of a blow, by Lin Hao

easily deal with, at the same time he is thinking, if only himself here, I'm afraid that want to



escape from Lin Hao's hands, not to lose something from the body, I'm afraid it is not so

easy ......

And from the body inside to lose something, naturally is their own means, as the means of
biochemicals, biochemicals have many people, transformation is the most basic. The
disadvantage of transformation is that it will lead to the gradual beastly of their own bodies, while
easy to lose their minds, the same as the state where they become Orcs, easy to lose control ......

This is why pushing that crazy up state seems so horrible, he is a hundred just turned into

half orc state of rage, and pushing that this person in order to maintain their strength does not

change weak, has been transforming, resulting in him than the average person half orc strong,
even with the primary biochemical people have a comparison ...? Yi Lu Yi whisked the ground to

pick up Yi? ...

And another means is that dismemberment. The instinct of the beast in the case of hunger
and weakness, will devour a part of their own body, and then allow themselves to enhance for a

short period of time, but the damage of this creation is their own loss of that part of the body that
they devoured, the more devoured, the more powerful the recovery, the less devoured, the less
effective the recovery ......

Of course, can also be strong by swallowing the blood of others. And swallowing blood is
an important part of their cultivation, blood, is the essence of life!

However, the effect of swallowing blood under the state of battle is weak ......



The dwarf scorpion naturally did not dare to disobey Mohammad Kato's order, the whole
person into a shadow, the mouth of the snake letter spitting, long stored up a fist, under
Mohammad Kato again stored up a heavy fist, the two together, to Lin Hao attack!

The two extremely strong force boom suppression, sonic boom sound incessantly. Lin
Hao contemptuous look above, once again thick, his body like a bottomless pit, the surrounding
power has poured in, the next moment, his two fists out of the sea, a pair of huge power iron fist,
like a bombardment on the sea, harsh and fierce, like a pair of giant kun hit the surface of the sea,
the power surging, the waves turning over!

The tunnel was shaken by this heavy blow, but the three did not mean to stop.

The dwarf scorpion was hit by Lin Hao's booming blow against him, hitting his internal
organs and disrupting his blood qi, and a mouthful of blood shot out from his entire body. The
dwarf scorpion's bloodshot eyes were filled with fear, at this moment, he seemed to know what

despair is!

Want to get away and flee Mohammad Kato a pair of sunglasses were shattered, the eyes
slowly flowing blood, this moment of, slowly began to beastly, which makes him incomparably

angry, the heart of the flame of anger, as if a volcano about to erupt ......

"If this goes on, I'm afraid I really can't escape from here, his strength is very stable, very
strong! It's not like it looks soft and airy like against Twitter that!" Lin Hao and push that of the

eight ruins of the battle, Mohammad Kato is watched, this is also he felt that he plus the dwarf
scorpion can escape Golefte in one blow of confidence, just, he does not seem to thoroughly know

the strength of Lin Hao ......



Lin Hao that day also felt the instability of the strength of the push that, as well as not very
strong state, so did not go all out, otherwise against a half orc Lin Hao are taking so long, if Jun
Wuhuo know, I'm afraid to be laughed at ......

Hiding on the side of the Bolt eyes are going to stare out of their sockets, 'X'
organization's chief and second chief can not suppress Lin Hao, this ...... this own fantasy is not
going to become a bubble? The greedy man is still thinking at this time whether he can get Bob's
family fortune, but has he ever thought that in such a situation, he is not waiting for death?

Mohammad Kato looked at the dwarf scorpion, his heart prior trade-off would have been
to give up the dwarf scorpion to attract Lin Hao's hatred, and now the situation has really come to

this point, he had to do it! Although also know, this give up is forever give up, even all to spoil in
his body!
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"Is there really no room for maneuvering?" Mohammad Kato looked at Lin Hao and asked in a

low voice.

Lin Hao smiled, and did not answer, silence is the best answer!

Mohammad Kato knew Lin Hao's answer, looked at Dwarf Scorpion, voice breath a little
weak, said, "Dwarf Scorpion, direct mutation, or you and I will have to die here!"

Dwarf Scorpion looked at Mohammad Kato, saw that his eyes were bloodshot inside, and
knew for a moment that the chief was also injured, this Oriental was incomparably powerful, but



the two of them did not take out their bottom cards, so Dwarf Scorpion did not hesitate for a

moment, and the next moment.

The dwarf scorpion's face began to twist, the mouth of the snake letter spit out, this snake
letter and prisoner Ince's different, prisoner Ince's snake letter is a lizard, he this is a giant python,
and or golden python snake letter! A snake-like head appeared, a huge snake head, three times the
size of a human, that spit out the snake letter, dripping with gold-colored blood, the dwarf
scorpion twisted the snake head, a fling, directly smashed a small hole in the canal, at his neck, a
piece of gold-colored snake scales appeared to protect ......

"The power has increased a lot, and this person wearing sunglasses, now there is a

comparison." Lin Hao surveyed, and then murmured. At the same time, it occurred to his mind

that this is the core of Western biochemical power, right, which can transform. "Such a magical
secret art, it seems that it must be able to cure Xiyan's illness ......" At the same time, the big
stone in Lin Hao's heart fell, Jiu Tian Xuan did not lie to himself ......

After the dwarf scorpion transformed, the anger in his heart is no longer suppressed, nor is
he afraid, frantically flinging his head from side to side, smashing the stone granite crumbled and

fell to the ground, the ground trampled by the paws of his feet is even splattered with debris, the
whole person is like a humanoid monster, while roaring, while furious!

See the short? The scorpion has transformed. After the scorpion transformed, Mohammad

Kato breathed a sigh of relief, looked up at the hanging place of Bigir, frowned again, the
immediate problem is not solved, there is a bigger problem behind ......

After the transformation of the dwarf scorpion, at the same time as a biochemist, he is
aware that after the transformation of the dwarf scorpion regardless of the strength burst enhanced,
at the same time resistance will also become stronger, even stronger than his current resistance,
and he, with the help of this opportunity, in a brief moment, escape away, abandoning the dwarf



scorpion, was originally a part of the plan, after the death of the dwarf scorpion, although it will
cause the strength of the 'X' organization to decline a lot, but once they have become senior
biochemists, the strength of the 'X' organization, will become more powerful, compared to the

existence of the dwarf scorpion, do not know how much more powerful ......

A senior biochemist represents a lot of things, compared to countless primary intermediate
biochemists are not too much ......

At this moment, Lin Hao, one person blocking the entrance to the tunnel, a great taste of a
man who is a king, that a kingly dominance, cloak the whole field, at this moment he, the entire
Toulouse three senior biochemicals are looking at him, are staring at him.

Golephant Castle, will make a name for itself after today!

The next moment, the dwarf scorpion ran wildly, gravel flying shuttle, blood gas,
winding, crazy power like a rushing ocean, a gold-colored head, slamming down!

His speed is fast, so fast that you can't even see it with your eyes!

Dwarf scorpion kill to, Mohammad Kato naturally will not miss this good opportunity, he
has felt the countless dangers approaching, but also know, than the three people, it seems to be not

down, and the three of them at this moment has become a stalemate, natural himself as long as

they go out from here, the chances of escape will all be a lot ......
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Mohammad Kato did not change, in fact, Bigel three also do not know Mohammad Kato in the

end what kind of beast identity, not to mention Toulouse no one knows, is the entire southern city
no one knows, do not know his beast identity, it means he has no weakness ......

Dwarf scorpion speed incomparable, his weak consciousness told himself, no matter what
to kill this person, so he was crazy state has gradually in the face of a deadly enemy kind, either
you die or I die feeling, after all, in his potential consciousness, Lin Hao killed most of the black

scorpion, let him become like this, he is grateful and hate, at the same time he also has a piece of
pride in his heart, Westerners face the pride of the East Chinese ......

Porter? Pao Shanxi Yi Serving Wu Zero Er? swallowed saliva, transformed ...... this is
his as a modern businessman if not in contact with the 'X' organization feel incomparably
nebulous things, but at the same time is also something he chased to go, see the transformation of
the powerful dwarf scorpion, the bottom of Polter's heart again appeared a feel Whether he can go

again to rob Bob's family property it ......

Just at the time of his fainting thought, Lin Hao body a flash shadow, quickly dodge, the
gold head smashed on the ground, 'bang' sound, the granite in the tunnel smashed a huge hole,
that gold head is pulled up, shook the head on the debris, once again rushed to Lin Hao ......

Mohammad Kato took advantage of the dwarf scorpion's head heavy blow, himself is

also the full force of a blow rushed up, again with Lin Hao fist collision a, 'bang bang bang'
muffled grunt issued, Mohammad Kato mouth corner overflowing blood, but holding the
regeneration of the heart container is not a trace of slack, his eyes bloodshot, the corners of the
mouth left bright red blood, from the bridge of the nose gutter down, left to the corner of the
mouth, Mohammad Kato they licked together once, then directly swallowed, Shun and the

momentum in up a few points ......



Lin Hao sneered, in their full strength state, they are two biochemicals, it seems that there

is not much threat to themselves.

"If that's all, then all of them lie down for me!" Lin Hao whole body breath blooming, like
a lotus flower blooming in the black night, power enveloping the whole tunnel, black breath, over
the blood, layers of pressure, as if compressing space, this is not Lin Hao's strongest state,
extreme dao state if he released the pressure, I'm afraid this tunnel will not be able to withstand

the huge pressure, directly crumble, and then they show above the ground... ...

"Not good!" Mohammad Katou was only ruthless when he felt Lin Hao's aura enhance
again, which made him feel incomparably dangerous, he looked towards the dwarf scorpion,
gritted his teeth, directly grabbed the dwarf scorpion and drank, "Use dismemberment! Or you'll
have to die!"

"No!" The dwarf scorpion golden head shook his head vigorously, but he looked at

Mohammad Kato's blood-steady eyes, even in the beast state, he felt that Mohammad Kato was

not bluffing him, his anger increased again, the whole man once again berserk, ferocious power
directly exploded the remaining clothes into crumbs, a piece of muscle covered with

gold-colored scale-like things, the next moment, inside Lin Hao's eyes, the dwarf scorpion pulled
one hand The next moment, inside Lin Hao's eyes, the dwarf scorpion pulled the other hand, and
then violently pulled, blood lines burst, Lin Hao hesitated for a second.

The next moment, he saw an incredible picture, only to see the dwarf scorpion threw his

hand into the blood bowl inside, a few seconds later, the dwarf scorpion body around the power

emitted once again grew, which made Lin Hao could not help but be surprised.

However, the dwarf scorpion did not give Lin Hao time to be curious, but opened his

mouth and charged up!



This time he was a few points faster than before, regardless of speed or power.
Mohammad Kato looked at the dwarf scorpion in such a state, as well as the power he exploded
out, and felt that it was comparable to himself at the peak of intermediate level cultivation, ah.

"This could not be better, I can also take advantage of this opportunity, can escape!"
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Mohammad Kato has seen the power of Lin Hao, but also know that this person's strength is more
powerful than the two of them combined, but the good thing is that he observed carefully and

found that Lin Hao has a sense of simmering eagle curiosity, which makes his heart's last bottom
line is not directly exposed, Mohammad Kato's cautiousness does not know how many times it

has saved him ......

Just like this time, Lin Hao cast out the power, as well as brute force he observed
incomparably carefully, and dwarf scorpion every time to strengthen, Lin Hao will hesitate
curious, that is all written on the face of things, he seems to have been digging the secrets of the

biochemist. So this is his chance, and he, is a man who never misses any opportunity!

Mohammad Kato felt that this was the craziest act he had ever done ......

In fact, Lin Hao has been insightful to Mohammad Kato cowering, also guarded against

him. This person from the beginning although the fight is extremely serious, but the rest of the
battle, the afterglow has been looking at the entrance and exit of the tunnel, its purpose is very
simple, want to escape!



And also want to take the things in his hand with him, which makes Lin Hao's heart
extremely uncomfortable ......

After devouring an arm dwarf scorpion, like a human-shaped python rampage to come,
Mohammad card? Sissi pickpocket closed ground service? The apprentice behind him, while
storing power has been a long time, finally, the dwarf scorpion's final blow came!

The thunderous speed boom to, sonic boom sound buzzing more than, Lin Hao but not
moving like a mountain, completely without a trace of fear, dwarf scorpion red eyes inside,
overflowing gold-colored blood, angry and irritable, the two pairs of sharp fangs, the next
moment, open the huge mouth, a baby arm-sized snake letter like a vine, winding chewed every
piece of debris, it along with the double fist pressed to Lin Hao.

Lin Hao stood with his hands in the air, the next moment, fiercely stretched out his hands
to the huge gold-colored head to grab the past, the huge impact of the head, the top of Lin Hao
took a step back.

Mohammad Kato's eyes lit up as he watched, the dwarf scorpion finally played a role!

Immediately after, just as Lin Hao was about to crush the head, Mohammad Kato one

hand into a claw-like giant hand viciously slashed through the air, harsh and murderous, with a
faint sonic boom, and its arrival was not to help the dwarf scorpion to stop Lin Hao's attack, but
to prevent Lin Hao from avoiding its edge and tangling with the dwarf scorpion!

This was Mohammad Kato's intention!



And he succeeded in this intention!

Because Lin Hao indeed has no reason to take Mohammad Kato's blow, the dwarf
scorpion is not Cang nor Zu, Lin Hao does not need to suffer a slight injury from him!

Mohammad Kato saw Lin Hao avoid his sharpness, look a happy, a claw viciously grasp

down, the wall directly burst, a 40 fire power like claw strike a large pit, Mohammad Kato

directly shuttle within this large pit, and then fly out!

Just as he was about to go out, his face is already the surprise after escaping, but reveals
a panic-like!

Lin Hao gave a fierce pinch!

"Ah!" The dwarf scorpion's head directly pinched gold blood explosion, one eye directly
crushed! Lin Hao threw him away, then quickly reversed himself and threw a punch at

Mohammad Katou's back!

What surprised him was that Mohammad Kato did not mean to fight Lin Hao hard, but
immediately ate Lin Hao's fist directly, the whole person shot out and smashed on the wall ......

Mohammad Qatou landed on the ground and rose, turned his head, the corners of his
bloodied mouth, showing a grateful smile, because, although Lin Hao's punch seriously injured
him, but, he could also take the opportunity to escape ......



"It's a ruthless person!" Seeing the back of Mohammad Kato disappearing at the exit of the

tunnel, Lin Hao said indifferently. Lin Hao knew how badly Mohammad Qatou was injured, and
also probably knew the strength of this man, the next time he met him, he would definitely die.
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Only this person's ruthless patience, is very human can be compared, hard to eat than his powerful
countless people a blow, only to escape, which to? Aizen whisked the ground Aizen yi? Is their

own in the extreme road state, even if he has the orc physique under the augmentation, that punch
can also be directly easy through his back ......

Mohammad Kato is gone, the pain is unbearable dwarf scorpion twisted face, slowly
revealing the despair ......

The faint consciousness told him that he was given up by Mohammad Kato, next, he
could only wait for death ......

He looked back at the Bolt who was being covered with blood, this scum, he now very

much disliked.

Being in fear, hated to be transparent villain Bolt saw the dwarf scorpion's bull's-eye eyes,
the whole person as if poured once by a pot of cold water, the whole person through the heart ......

Dwarf scorpion looked at Lin Hao, bitter beyond measure, desperate but ferocious said, "I
know I will certainly die, but before I die, I want to take a person away."



Lin Hao froze for a moment, take a person away? You are ordering me to do something?

Seeing Lin Hao's expression unchanged, Dwarf Scorpion hurriedly continued, the voice
penetrated Dwarf Scorpion's mind like a devil, "I want to take him away!" He pointed at Bolt and
said.

Lin Hao is not very understanding, why he wants to take away Bolt, before the two people
are not together?

Immediately after the dwarf scorpion shouted, "He wants to kill Bob and get Bob's family
fortune! And, he also wanted to get Jenny, yes, is to get, is the kind of demon slut to get, he is a
total scum, Bob so trust him, and he did this. And this regenerating heart, he also revealed the

information, otherwise I wouldn't have known that there was a regenerating heart in it, and I

wouldn't have made you lose it, everything, it's all him!"

"It's not me! It wasn't me!" Bolt shouted hurriedly, this is a life-and-death moment, Lin
Hao's powerful, simply terrifying, completely subverted his view of the Eastern Chinese, but
subverted his own what to do? Now Dwarf Scorpion uncovered himself, this is the fall from
heaven to hell, he was still wanting to become a biochemist like Dwarf Scorpion, but now what?
About to face death!

"It's really not me!" Bolt was crying, but Dwarf Scorpion's voice didn't stop.

"He said he wanted to get your castle, divide your castle, and also to step on you twice

after I hit you. Of course the result you know, I am not your opponent. I come from Black



Scorpion, my name is Dwarf Scorpion, tweet that also, we should not be your enemy, Black
Scorpion boss died, said in the future do not offend the Oriental Chinese, in fact, the chief also
cautioned me intentionally or unintentionally, never start a conflict with the Oriental Chinese, but,
as you can see, the sadness of this F country, from a hundred years ago, continues to this day,
never forgotten, the peak remnants, the peak remnants of the sadness ......"

Dwarf scorpion has become a human shape, but half of the face are showing collapsed
state, especially an eye are bursting, he knew he was going to die, as a human, he did not want to
turn himself into a half-human, half-beast existence, because this is also the pride of the F country
people, but also the sadness, from a hundred years ago is as it is. They ah, the kind of thing in the
bones, it is comical, if put to do the Chinese, this time is certainly a backwater battle, die with a
bang, but the F people are surrender to accept the trial ......

Lin Hao flew into the sea of blood, from the top of the Bolt fished out, carrying him to

look at a few eyes. Bolt saw Lin Hao's demon-like eyes, his whole body began to tremble, "Is
what he said true?"

That cold voice, as if penetrating the entire heart of Bolt, a whole body blood suddenly

cold feeling straight to the head. Lin Hao is really angry, he actually said to spoil Jenny, in
Western Europe, Jenny are going to become his scales of adversity! This person is really looking
for death!

"Yes ...... no, ...... not ......" Bolt was so scared that he subconsciously answered directly,
and when he finished, Lin Hao directly threw him into the sea of blood inside ......
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A few days later, Tianhai.



Shen Xiyan does not look too good these days, her face is haggard, and she falls asleep at

work. Wang Shufen and Leng Qiuya worried, after all, Shen Xiyan is now pregnant, but go to the
hospital no matter how the examination, the hospital side of the test report is also unable to find the
problem, which makes the two of them incomparable fear, at this time if Shen Xiyan body even
the slightest accident, they are sorry Lin Hao ah ......

"Mom, I told you that I do not have any disease, you see, the hospital side have said, I do
not have a problem, just less sleep, plus miss Lin Hao ...... said lovesickness ......" Shen Xiyan
said lowered his head, red half of his face, which said out strange shy.

Just her cute as well as joking words did not let Leng Qiuya and Wang Shufen relaxed,
Leng Qiuya is over, after all, Shen Xiyan are born to her, pregnant? The symptoms of pregnancy

are not like this at all ......

"Lin Hao side said so?" Wang Shufen inquired, Leng Qiuya also came across the face to

look at Shen Xiyan, the same is also asked her Lin Hao said so on this.

Shen Xiyan shook his head, Wang Shufen and Leng Qiuya glance at each other, are
bewildered, Wang Shufen sitting on the sofa body moved forward a bit, are going to do the floor,
can imagine, for Shen Xiyan's shaking head, she is how shocked. Lin Hao how much he loves

Shen Xiyan, I'm afraid the entire Tianhai people know it, such a big thing, he did not say to Lin

Hao ......

"I didn't tell Lin Hao ......," looking at the two of them anxious as if they were burning,
Shen Xiyan said in a small voice. She blamed herself a little bit, she just sold a shut up, besides,
Lin Hao was dealing with things over in the West, she didn't want to give him too much to worry

about. She knows that the things Lin Hao is dealing with now are extremely dangerous things, she



does not want to distract Lin Hao from his own affairs, and the doctors have said that there is no

big problem ......

"Such a big thing, how do you not talk to Lin Hao, then you talk to Lin Hao every day

what?" Leng Qiuya busy asked, this problem she and Wang Shufen are anxious to die, but Shen
Xiyan himself does not care at all ......

"He said he got a castle over there in F, said when things are resolved to take us over ......"
Shen Xiyan slightly raised his delicate chin, looking at Wang Shufen and Leng Qiuya, found two
people heard the words after a slight shock on the face, but also full of worry as well as
blame ......

"That castle is quite big, located next to the Garonne River, belongs to Toulouse. Toulouse
is one of the top cities in the south of F, and one of the four major cities in F." Shen Xiyan
continued, while saying with a happy face, "He said he would give me this castle ......"

Looking at Shen Xiyan incomparable happy face, Wang Shufen and Leng Qiuya that

helpless and blessing, how can this still say, just Shen Xiyan this physical problem, if not solved,
once there is a little accident, they how to account with Lin Hao ah, and now also pregnant ......

"Then the doctor really did not say there is any problem?" Wang Shufen asked again ......

"Mom ......" Shen Xiyan trailed off and looked a little unhappy, she said all the happy

topic, they both keep saying their own body problems, said the hospital side of the examination

report is not a thing ......



Seeing Shen Xiyan's impatience, Leng Qiuya did not dare to continue on this topic.

"Xiyan ah, you rest for a while, we two go out to buy you some tonic." Leng Qiu Ya said
to Shen Xiyan, Shen Xiyan nodded, but her heart was a little bummed, she told the two closest

people to them about such a big deal, but they didn't bless themselves ......

The thought that she is also a couple with a castle, no, a castle with Lin Hao, and at the

same time she is pregnant, remembering the princess dream as a child, Shen Xiyan could not help
but touch her belly and whispered, "Baby, you are so happy ......"

After looking back at the house farther away, Leng Qiu Ya said, "Shu Fen, Xiyan this body,
I think there must be a problem. You say we are so old, I still gave birth to Xiyan, you also saw
what I was pregnant with Xiyan when it was like, completely different from her ......"

"I know, but Lin Hao is not in, there are some experts, we really can not book ......" Wang

Shufen said helplessly, as they went to the best people's hospital in Yanjing, even if she reported
herself to the director at the time, but people said they still have to queue, and Wang Shufen look

at the queue number, found that the face-to-face consultation to wait more than a month later, this
is still the fastest, then Wang Shufen was a little annoyed, but people do not eat her set, which let
Wang Shufen know that Lin Hao is not in, her mother-in-law's identity, not very good ...... and
Yanjing is not familiar, she can do nothing ......
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"Lin Hao is not in, but we can call Lin Hao ah, and no one rules that we can not call Lin Hao ......"
Leng Qiuya looked at Wang Shufen said.



Wang Shufen's eyes lit up, this is a good solution, Shen Xiyan and Lin Hao on the phone,
the two of them will also interject a sentence, but right, Shen Xiyan's health problems, Shen Xiyan
did not mention anything, which makes the two of them are not good to say ......

Wang Shufen took out her cell phone and then said, "Then let's call now ......"

"Good."

The restoration of Toulouse's Golephonte Castle was completed.

Lin Hao did not explain to Bob how Bolt died, at the same time sent night a Bolt's family
property operation directly all to the public to Bao? Closed Wu picket love ground closed picket

zero? Bob's flag, for this excess of large assets Bob naturally embarrassed to all, but divided half
to Lin Hao, Lin Hao also did not refuse, in fact, at that time, Night One said to take all of the

family property of Porter, after all, Porter wanted to kill Lin Hao and kill Bob, is his injustice, they
can rightfully want, but Lin Hao did not... ...

And Bob also said that one of the reasons for dividing half of Lin Hao is because Lin Hao
wants to enter the aristocratic social level, just a castle, definitely not. But Bob threw cold water on

Lin Hao in advance, saying that these aristocrats in F are very repulsive to Eastern Chinese, let him
step into the future, low-key, and also talk a lot about the Gaiter family, once again clearly with
Lin Hao said the horror of the Gaiter family ......

In fact, without waiting for Bob to say, Lin Hao also has the information of the Gaiter
family in his hand. As one of the four families of China's Lin family, business all over the world,
how can there be no family property in Western Europe, only Lin Hao did not go to understand



before, after all, he did not need to understand these things before, now to F, and to enter that

level, Lin Hao had to go to understand some ......

After that battle, Lin Hao sent his own escort to the artifact room under the castle began to

repair, except that a large amount of blood, flowing for hundreds of years, while still not dry, so
Lin Hao was very curious, so he used his own power to suppress to that mouth, and then use

modern technology, seal up.

The matter of the regenerating heart, Lin Hao did not just put down, but put on the heart,
after all, the regenerating heart may have a superb relationship with Shen Xiyan, is one of the main
things to cure Shen Xiyan ......

The night, Lin Hao picked up the phone, saw that it was his mother-in-law Wang Shufen's
phone, and connected, "Mom, it's still daytime on your side ......," Lin Hao directly greeted.

"Hao'er mothers do not mean to disturb your sleep, because Xiyan side of the body has
some problems ......" Wang Shufen heard Lin Hao's respect, heart incomparably happy, but still
worried to say ......

"What! What problem?" Lin Hao asked loudly and rhetorically, his face under the
moonlight, full of nervous worry. She and Shen Xiyan chatted with the phone during the day, but
his wife did not say that there was a problem with his body, only that he was drowsy recently,
while also saying that he wanted to give himself a big surprise, this surprise, Shen Xiyan has not
said, provoking Lin Hao itchy, now by Wang Shufen told Shen Xiyan is not well, Lin Hao can not
nervous, can not worry?

"Hao'er you take it easy!" Wang Shufen shouted.



Lin Hao said anxiously, "Mom, can I not be nervous, what's wrong with Xiyan?"

Wang Shufen continued, "In the past few days, Xiyan has always fallen asleep while sitting,
so we went to the hospital to check her out, but the whole Tianhai ran through, but nothing was
detected. But we are worried, but Qiyan said it was just drowsiness caused by pregnancy, but
your mother Qiu Ya gave birth to Qiyan is not this condition ah ...... then Qiyan and refused to tell
you, we had to say for her ...... after all, Qiyan pregnant at this time, not A person's business ......"

Lin Hao heard his head buzzing, Shen Xiyan is pregnant!

At the same time, Shen Xiyan's illness began to relapse!

This ......

His brain is about to explode, time, not waiting for him!

Lin Hao just felt like the sky was falling ......
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